A special thanks to all those instructors who assisted me during the many
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agement. Learning how to respond dispassionately to unwarranted aggression requires selfempowerment. Such training
promotes an inner-calm and,
where conflict exists, helps restore a natural balance to personal and professional relationships. Conditioning the body,
cultivating the mind and nurturing the spirit, Koryu Uchinadi is
a challenging pathway to improving health, it’s holistic purpose; providing life protection
skills, it’s defensive application;
building moral character, it’s social aim; surmounting the
source of human weakness, it’s
philosophical nature; and, revealing inner peace and tranquillity, it’s spiritual essence.

many old mentors, friends and
students along way not to mention the wonderful hospitality of
my many hosts, and the special
camaraderie we developed.

Delivering more than fifty seminars in eleven countries, I would
like to especially thank, sponsors Sasha Gendrikson [Russia],
Jim R Sindt [Denmark], the Irish
Shibucho committee [Damien
Walker, Damien Costello &
Damian Murphy in Galway], and
Seamus Brady [Monaghan], the
Dutch Shibucho committee [Bert
Mollen, Jan Kraayvanger & Huub
Meijer], the Italian Shibucho
Paolo Gasbarri & Marco Forti
[Cesena], Bernd & Elke Otterstätter [Germany], the entire
British contingent...John
Burke [Newton Abbot], Joost
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Australia I wanted to say thank [Essex], Ken Fanner
[Southampton], Jon Jepson
you to the more than thirty
[Burton on Trent] and Terry
seminar sponsors in Russia,
Wingrove [Wycombe]; Jesus
Denmark, Ireland, The NetherEspiga [Spain], Mats Lilja
lands, Italy, Germany, The UK,
[Sweden], the Canadian continSpain, Canada and the USA for
having hosted my visits over the gent; Don Shapland [Vancouver,
past 5 months. To date, this un- BC], Tony Rampulla & Bill Pickdertaking was longest and most les [Georgetown, ON], Chris
successful international seminar DiLiberto [Hamilton, ON], Cezar
tour I have ever experienced. I Borkowski [Toronto, ON], Brian
& Helen Sakamoto [Mississauga,
"thoroughly enjoyed" meeting

ON], Alex Atkinson [Toronto,
ON], and Alan Colter & Dudley
Driscoll [Calgary, AB], and finally the American contingent;
Jerry Figgiani [Long Island, NY],
Tommy Casale [Brooklyn], John
Ingallina [Rochester, NY], John
Wasilina [Detroit, MI], Mark
Donohoe [Boston, MA], Ken &
Mandy Aikiyama [Londonderry,
NH], Paul Lopresti [Sewell, NJ],
Nick DePaolo [Cape Coral, FL],
and Robert Zingg [Charlestown,
W VA]. Your hospitality was outstanding...thank you so much.
In no special order, I'd also like
to say thanks to Renshi Olaf
Krey and the other principal instructors such as Darrin Johnson, Nick DePaolo, Cody Stewart, Renshi Ante Brannbacka,
Joost Frehe, Ben Ryder, Alan
Richardson, Erik Angerhofer, Jim
Sindt and Lennart Kevan for assisting me with the delivery of
various teaching assignments in
the UK, EU, Canada and the
USA.
Photos not already published in
the Journal may be found here
Facebook http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=426576406245&set=a.400365421245.180171.540486245#
!/album.php?aid=180171&id=540486245

"Choosing not to follow in the footsteps of the old masters but rather to seek what they sought." - Basho
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